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1 Introduction
We constructed in [6] a family of rings Hn, n ≥ 0, a new invariant of tangles,
and a conjectural invariant of tangle cobordisms. The invariant of a tangle
is a complex of (Hn, Hm)-bimodules (up to chain homotopy equivalences).
This paper relates Hn to the Springer variety Bn,n of complete flags in C
2n
stabilized by a fixed nilpotent operator with two Jordan blocks of size n.
Theorem 1 The center of Hn is isomorphic to the cohomology ring of Bn,n:
Z(Hn) ∼= H∗(Bn,n,Z).
Both rings have natural gradings and the isomorphism is grading-preserving.
Theorem 1 is proved in a roundabout way, by finding generators and
defining relations for both rings. Cohomology ring of the Springer variety Bλ,
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for a partition λ of n, is well-understood. In Section 2 we use a presentation
of Bλ via generators and relations obtained by de Concini and Procesi [4] to
prove
Theorem 2 The cohomology ring of Bn,n is isomorphic, as a graded ring,
to the quotient of the polynomial ring R = Z[X1, . . . , X2n], degXi = 2, by the
ideal R1 with generators
X2i , i ∈ [1, 2n]; (1)∑
|I|=k
XI , k ∈ [1, 2n]; (2)
where XI = Xi1 . . .Xik for I = {i1, . . . , ik} and the sum is over all cardinality
k subsets of [1, 2n].
Generators (2) are elementary symmetric polynomials in X1, . . . , X2n.
The quotient of R by the ideal generated by (2) is isomorphic to the coho-
mology ring of the variety B of complete flags in C2n. The inclusion Bn,n ⊂ B
induces a surjection of cohomology rings H∗(B,Z) −→ H∗(Bn,n,Z). It turns
out that by adding relations X2i = 0 we get a presentation for the cohomology
ring of Bn,n.
We recall several notations and definitions from [6], including that of Hn.
Let A = H∗(S2,Z) be the cohomology ring of the 2-sphere, A ∼= Z[X ]/(X2).
The trace form
tr : A → Z, tr(1) = 0, tr(X) = 1,
makesA into a commutative Frobenius algebra. We assign toA a 2-dimensional
topological quantum field theory F , a functor from the category of oriented
cobordisms between 1-manifolds to the category of abelian groups. F asso-
ciates
• A⊗k to the disjoint union of k circles,
• the multiplication map A⊗2 → A to the ”pants” cobordism (three-
holed sphere viewed as a cobordism from two circles to one circle),
• the comultiplication
∆ : A → A⊗2, ∆(1) = 1⊗X +X ⊗ 1, ∆(X) = X ⊗X
to the ”inverted pants” cobordism,
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• either the trace or the unit map to the disk (depending on whether we
consider the disk as a cobordism from one circle to the empty manifold
or vice versa).
Let Bn be the set of crossingless matchings of 2n points. Equivalently,
Bn is all pairings of integers from 1 to 2n such that there is no quadruple
i < j < k < l with (i, k) and (j, l) paired. Most of the time n is fixed, and
we denote Bn simply by B. Figure 1 depicts elements of B2.
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Figure 1: crossingless matchings {(12), (34)} and {(14), (23)}
For a, b ∈ B denote by W (b) the reflection of b about the horizontal axis,
and by W (b)a the closed 1-manifold obtained by gluing W (b) and a along
their boundaries, see figure 2.
b W(b)
a W(b)a
Figure 2:
F(W (b)a) is an abelian group isomorphic to A⊗I , where I is the set of
connected components of W (b)a. For a, b, c ∈ B there is a canonical cobor-
dism from W (c)bW (b)a to W (c)a given by ”contracting” b with W (b), see
figure 3.
This cobordism induces a homomorphism of abelian groups
F(W (c)b)⊗F(W (b)a) −→ F(W (c)a). (3)
Let
Hn
def
= ⊕
a,b∈B
b(H
n)a, b(H
n)a
def
= F(W (b)a).
Homomorphisms (3), over all a, b, c, define an associative multiplication in
Hn (we let the products d(H
n)c ⊗ b(H
n)a → d(H
n)a be zero if b 6= c).
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contraction
a
W(b)
b
W(c)
a
W(c)isotopy
Figure 3: The contraction cobordism
a(H
n)a is a subring ofH
n, isomorphic toA⊗n. Its element 1a
def
= 1⊗n ∈ A⊗n
is an idempotent in Hn. The sum
∑
a 1a is the unit element of H
n. Notice
that b(H
n)a = 1bH
n1a.
Cohomological grading of A (deg(1) = 0, deg(X) = 2) gives rise to a
grading of Hn, see [6] for details.
Denote by S the 2-sphere S2. Consider the direct product
S×2n
def
= S × S × · · · × S (2n terms)
and a submanifold Sa ∈ S
×2n, for a ∈ B, which consists of sequences
(x1, . . . , x2n), xi ∈ S such that xi = xj whenever (i, j) is a pair in a. This
submanifold is diffeomorphic to S×n. Let S˜ = ∪a∈BSa, a subspace in S
×2n.
For example, if n = 2 then S˜ is homeomorphic to two copies of S × S glued
together along their diagonals.
Hn and S˜ are constructed along similar lines: the cohomology ring of Sa is
canonically isomorphic to the ring a(H
n)a, while the abelian group a(H
n)b is
canonically isomorphic to H∗(Sa∩Sb,Z). These isomorphisms are our starting
point in the proof (Section 3) of
Theorem 3 The center of Hn is isomorphic to the cohomology ring of S˜:
Z(Hn) ∼= H∗(S˜,Z).
In Section 4 we prove
Theorem 4 Cohomology ring of S˜ is isomorphic, as a graded ring, to the
quotient of the polynomial ring R = Z[X1, . . . , X2n], degXi = 2, by relations
X2i = 0, i ∈ [1, 2n]; (4)∑
|I|=k
XI = 0, k ∈ [1, 2n]. (5)
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Theorems 2, 3 and 4 imply Theorem 1. They also show that spaces
S˜ and Bn,n have isomorphic cohomology rings. These spaces have similar
combinatorial structure. Irreducible components of Bn,n, just like those of S˜,
are enumerated by crossingless matchings. Each component Ka ⊂ Bn,n is an
iterated P1-bundle over P1 (see [5]), and homeomorphic to Sa ⊂ S˜.Moreover,
Ka∩Kb and Sa∩Sb are homeomorphic. We expect that there is a compatible
family of homeomorphisms and suggest
Conjecture 1 Bn,n and S˜ are homeomorphic.
Warning: S˜ can be naively upgraded to an algebraic variety, by changing
the 2-sphere S to P1 in the definition of S˜.With this structure, however, S˜ is
not isomorphic to Bn,n as an algebraic variety, since irreducible components
of Bn,n are nontrivial iterated P
1 bundles over P1, while those of S˜ are just
direct products of P1.
Let Bκ be the Springer variety of complete flags in C
n stabilized by a
fixed nilpotent operator with Jordan decomposition κ = (k1, . . . , km). The
cohomology ring of Bκ admits a natural action of the symmetric group, see [3,
Section 3.6] and references therein. In particular, S2n acts on the cohomology
ring of Bn,n. In view of Theorem 1 it therefore acts on the center of H
n.
Explicitly, the action is by permutations of Xi’s. It does not come from any
action of S2n on H
n.
In Section 5 we present an intrinsic construction of this action. The 2n-
stranded braid group acts on the category K of complexes of Hn-modules
modulo chain homotopies, as follows from [6]. This action descends to the
braid group action on centers of K and Hn and factors through to the sym-
metric group action on the center of Hn.
In Section 6 we discuss conjectural isomorphisms between centers of
parabolic blocks of the highest weight category for the Lie algebra sln and
cohomology algebras of Springer varieties.
Acknowledgments: Ideas relating rings Hn and (n, n) Springer varieties
appeared during discussions between Paul Seidel and the author, and we are
planning a joint paper on various aspects of this correspondence [7]. The
present work can be viewed as a side result of [7]. I am grateful to Ragnar-
Olaf Buchweitz and Ivan Mirkovic for useful consultations. This work was
partially supported by NSF grant DMS-0104139.
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2 Proof of Theorem 2
De Concini and Procesi [4] found a presentation for the cohomology ring
of the Springer variety associated to a partition. We describe their result
specialized to the (n, n) partition.
Start with the ring R = Z[X1, . . . , X2n]. For I ⊂ [1, 2n] let XI =
∏
i∈I Xi
and let ek(I) be the elementary symmetric polynomial of order k in variables
Xi, for i ∈ I:
ek(I) =
∑
|J |=k,J⊂I
XJ .
Proposition 1 (see [4]) The cohomology ring of Bn,n is isomorphic to the
quotient ring of R = Z[X1, . . . , X2n] by the ideal R2 generated by ek(I) for
all k + |I| = 2n+ 1, XI for all |I| = n + 1, and X
2
i for i ∈ [1, 2n].
Remark: Defining relations are expressed in [4] in terms of complete
symmetric functions. Complete and elementary symmetric functions coincide
modulo the ideal generated by X2i , i ∈ [1, 2n].
We want to show the equality of ideals R1 = R2, where R1 was defined
in Theorem 2. Let R3 be the ideal of R generated by X
2
i , i ∈ [1, 2n]. Let
ek = ek([1, 2n]) ∈ R1.
Claim: R2 ⊂ R1. Since both R1 and R2 are stable under the permutation
action of S2n on R, it suffices to show that ek([1, 2n− k+1]) and X[1,n+1] lie
in R1. Indeed,
ek([1, 2n− k + 1]) ≡
k−1∑
i=0
(−1)iei([2n− k + 2, 2n])ek−i (mod R3), (6)
X[1,n+1] ≡
n−1∑
i=0
(−1)iei([n+ 2, 2n])en+1−i (mod R3). (7)
The right hand sides lie in R1/R3 and the claim follows. 
Claim: R1 ⊂ R2. Equalities (6) and induction on k imply that ek ∈ R2
for all k ≤ n. Moreover, ek ∈ R2 for k > n since XI ∈ R2 for any |I| > n. 
Therefore, R1 = R2 and the cohomology ring of Bn,n is isomorphic to
R/R1.

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3 Proof of Theorem 3
H(Y ) will denote the cohomology ring of a topological space Y with integer
coefficients.
There is a canonical isomorphism of rings H(Sa) ∼= A
⊗I ∼= aHa, where I is
the set of arcs of a. Similarly, there are natural abelian group isomorphisms
H(Sa ∩ Sb) ∼= A
⊗I ∼= aHb, where I is the set of connected components of
W (a)b. These isomorphisms allow us to make aHb into a ring. a1b
def
= 1⊗k ∈
A⊗k is the unit of this ring.
Inclusions Sb ⊃ (Sa ∩ Sb) ⊂ Sa induce ring homomorphisms
ψa;a,b : H(Sa) −→ H(Sa ∩ Sb), ψb;a,b : H(Sb) −→ H(Sa ∩ Sb).
Likewise, maps
γa;a,b : a(H
n)a −→ a(H
n)b, γb;a,b : b(H
n)b −→ a(H
n)b,
given by x 7−→ x a1b and x 7−→ a1bx are ring homomorphisms. The following
diagram made out of these homomorphisms and automorphisms commutes:
H(Sa) −−−→ H(Sa ∩ Sb) ←−−− H(Sb)y∼= y∼= y∼=
a(H
n)a −−−→ a(H
n)b ←−−− b(H
n)b
(8)
Suppose given finite sets I and J, rings Ai, i ∈ I and Bj, j ∈ J, and ring
homomorphisms βi,j : Ai → Bj for some pairs (i, j). Let
β =
∑
βi,j, β :
∏
i∈I
Ai −→
∏
j∈J
Bj .
Define the equalizer of β (denoted Eq(β)) as the subring of
∏
i∈I
Ai which
consist of ×
i∈I
ai such that βi,jai = βk,jak whenever ψi,j and ψk,j are defined.
Diagrams (8) give rise to a commutative diagram of ring homomorphisms
Eq(ψ) −−−→
∏
a
H(Sa)
ψ
−−−→
∏
a6=b
H(Sa ∩ Sb)y∼= y∼= y∼=
Eq(γ) −−−→
∏
a
a(H
n)a
γ
−−−→
∏
a6=b
a(H
n)b
(9)
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where
ψ =
∑
a6=b
(ψa;a,b + ψb;a,b) and γ =
∑
a6=b
(γa;a,b + γb;a,b).
For an element z ∈ H write z =
∑
a,b bza where bza ∈ bHa. If z is central,
bza = 0 if a 6= b, since 0 = z1b1a = 1bz1a = bza. Thus, z =
∑
a aza. Denote
aza by za. Clearly, z =
∑
a za is central iff za a1b = a1bzb for all a, b such that
a 6= b. Therefore, Z(Hn) ∼= Eq(γ).
Inclusions Sa ⊂ S˜ induce ring homomorphisms H(S˜) −→
∏
a
Sa which
factor through Eq(ψ). Putting everything together, we obtain the following
diagram
H(S˜) Eq(ψ)
∏
a
H(Sa)
∏
a6=b
H(Sa ∩ Sb)
Z(Hn) Eq(γ)
∏
a
a(H
n)a
∏
a6=b
a(H
n)b
τ ψ
∼= γ
∼= ∼= ∼=
Theorem 3 will follow from
Proposition 2 τ is an isomorphism.
Proof of this proposition occupies the rest of this section.
For a, b ∈ B we will write a → b if there is a quadruple i < j < k < l
such that (i, j) and (k, l) are pairs in a, (i, l) and (j, k) are pairs in b, and
otherwise a and b are identical (see Figure 4). Figure 5 depicts all arrow
relations for n = 3.
i j k l i j k l
Figure 4: a→ b
Introduce a partial order on B by a ≺ b iff there is a chain of arrows
a→ a1 → · · · → am → b. We extend the partial order ≺ to a total order on
B in an arbitrary way and denote it by < .
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Figure 5: Arrow relations for n = 3
Define the distance d(a, b) between a and b as the minimal length m of
a sequence (a = a0, a1, . . . , am = b) such that for each i either ai → ai+1 or
ai+1 → ai. One geometric interpretation of the distance: the diagram W (b)a
has n− d(a, b) circles.
Lemma 1 For any a, b ∈ B there is c such that d(a, b) = d(a, c) + d(c, b)
and a ≻ c ≺ b.
Proof is left to the reader. 
Lemma 2 If d(a, c) = d(a, b) + d(b, c) then
Sa ∩ Sc = Sa ∩ Sb ∩ Sc.

Let S<a =
⋃
b<a
Sb and S≤a =
⋃
b≤a
Sb. Note that if c is the next element after
a in the total order < on B then S<c = S≤a.
Lemma 3
S<a ∩ Sa = ∪b→a(Sb ∩ Sa).
Follows from the previous lemma and lemma 1. 
Lemma 4 S<a ∩ Sa has cohomology in even degrees only. The inclusion
(S<a ∩ Sa) ⊂ Sa induces a surjective homomorphism of cohomology rings
H(Sa) −→ H(S<a ∩ Sa).
Proof: We construct a cell decomposition of Sa. Let I be the set of arcs
of a. There is a canonical homeomorphism Sa ∼= S
×I . Let Γ be the graph
with I as the set of vertices and y, z ∈ I are connected by an edge iff there
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a Γ
Figure 6: A crossingless matching and its graph
exist b → a such that b is obtained from a by erazing y, z and reconnecting
their endpoints in a different way. See Figure 6 for an example.
Γ is a forest (a disjoint union of trees). Let E be the set of edges of Γ.
Mark a vertex in each connected component of Γ and denote by M the set
of marked vertices. Note that |E|+ |M | = n.
Fix a point p ∈ S. For each J ⊂ (E ⊔M) let c(J) be the subset of S×I
consisting of points {xi}i∈I , xi ∈ S such that
xi = xj if (i, j) ∈ J,
xi 6= xj if (i, j) /∈ J,
xi = p if i ∈M ∩ J,
xi 6= p if i ∈M, i /∈ J.
Clearly, S×I = ⊔Jc(J) and c(J) is homeomorphic to R
2(n−|J |). We obtain
a decomposition of Sa ∼= S
×I into even dimensional cells. It restricts to a
cell decomposition of S<a ∩ Sa, the latter a union of cells c(J) such that
J ∩ E 6= ∅. The lemma follows, since these decompositions give us cochain
complexes with zero differentials that describe cohomology groups of Sa and
S<a ∩ Sa. 
Lemma 5 Homomorphism
H(S<a ∩ Sa) −→ ⊕
b<a
H(Sb ∩ Sa)
induced by inclusions (Sb ∩ Sa) ⊂ (S<a ∩ Sa) is injective.
Proof: It suffices to check that
H(S<a ∩ Sa) −→ ⊕
b→a
H(Sb ∩ Sa)
is injective. The cell decomposition of S<a∩Sa constructed above restricts to
a cell decomposition of Sb∩Sa, for each b→ a. Since S<a∩Sa = ∪b→a(Sb∩Sa),
the lemma follows. 
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Note that S≤a = S<a ∪ Sa. Consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for
(S<a, Sa) :
−→ Hm(S≤a) −→ H
m(S<a)⊕H
m(Sa) −→ H
m(S<a ∩ Sa) −→
Proposition 3 S≤a has cohomology in even degrees only. The Mayer-Vietoris
sequence for (S<a, Sa) breaks down into short exact sequences
0 −→ H2m(S≤a) −→ H
2m(S<a)⊕H
2m(Sa) −→ H
2m(S<a ∩ Sa) −→ 0 (10)
for 0 ≤ m ≤ n.
Proof: Induction on a with respect to the total order < . Induction base
is obvious. Induction step: let e be the element before a relative to < and
assume the proposition holds for e. Then spaces S<a = S≤e, Sa, and S<a∩Sa
have cohomology in even degrees only (the last one by lemma 4) and the
Mayer-Vietoris sequence degenerates into exact sequences
0 −→ H2m(S≤a) −→ H
2m(S<a)⊕H
2m(Sa) −→ H
2m(S<a ∩ Sa) −→
−→ H2m+1(S≤a) −→ 0.
By lemma 4 the map H(Sa) −→ H(S<a ∩ Sa) is surjective, so that the last
term of the sequence is zero. 
Proposition 4 The following sequence is exact
0 −→ H(S≤a)
φ
−→ ⊕
b≤a
H(Sb)
ψ−
−→ ⊕
b<c≤a
H(Sb ∩ Sc), (11)
where φ is induced by inclusions Sb ⊂ S≤a, while
ψ−
def
=
∑
b<c≤a
(ψb,c − ψc,b),
where
ψb,c : H(Sb) −→ H(Sb ∩ Sc)
is induced by the inclusion (Sb ∩ Sc) ⊂ Sb.
Proof: Induction on a. The induction base, a is minimal relative to <, is
obvious. Induction step: assume e preceeds a relative to < and the claim is
true for e. Lemma 5 allows us to substitute ⊕
b<a
H(Sb ∩ Sa) for H(S<a ∩ Sa)
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in the sequence (10) while maintaining exactness everywhere but in the last
term. Thus,
0 −→ H(S≤a) −→ H(S<a)⊕ H(Sa) −→ ⊕
b<a
H(Sb ∩ Sa) (12)
is exact. Moreover, S<a = S≤e. By induction hypothesis
0 −→ H(S≤e) −→ ⊕
f≤e
H(Sf)−→ ⊕
f<g≤e
H(Sf ∩ Se)
is exact. Substituting in (12), and using standard properties of complexes,
we conclude that (11) is exact. 
When a is the maximal element of B, Proposition 4 tells us that the
sequence
0 −→ H(S˜)
φ
−→ ⊕
b
H(Sb)
ψ−
−→ ⊕
b<c
H(Sb ∩ Sc) (13)
is exact. This is equivalent to Proposition 2. 
Remark: A similar method establishes an isomorphism between the quo-
tient of Hn by its commutant subspace and homology of S˜ with integer
coefficients:
Hn/[Hn, Hn] ∼= H∗(S˜,Z).
If Λ is a symmetric ring, the center of Λ is dual to Λ/[Λ,Λ]. Ring Hn is
symmetric [6, Section 6.7].
4 Proof of Theorem 4
Lemma 6 H(S˜) is a free abelian group of rank
(
2n
n
)
.
Proof The cell decomposition of Sa defined in the proof of Lemma 4
restricts to a cell decomposition of Sa ∩ S<a. Hence, a cell partition of S˜
can be obtained starting with the cell decomposition of Sa, for the minimal
a ∈ B, and then adding the cells of Sa\S<a, over all a in B following the total
order < . Note that this is a cell partition of S˜, not a cell decomposition, since
the closure of a cell is not, in general, a union of cells. Nevertheless, since
all cells are even-dimensional and the boundary of each cell has codimension
2 relative to the cell, H(S˜) is a free abelian group with a basis consisting of
delta functions of these cells.
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For a ∈ B let t(a) be the number of ”bottom” arcs of a, that is, arcs with
no arcs below them. t(a) is also the number of connected components of the
graph Γ, defined in the proof of Lemma 4. For instance, Figure 1 diagrams
have two and one bottom arcs (the left diagram has two). Our decomposition
of Sa \ S<a has 2
t(a) cells. Therefore, the cell partition of S˜ has
∑
a∈B 2
t(a)
cells. It is easy to see that this sum equals
(
2n
n
)
. Lemma follows. 

Recall that X denotes a generator of H2(S). The inclusion ι : S˜ ⊂ S×2n
induces a homomorphism ι∗ : H(S×2n) → H(S˜). Let φi : S
×2n → S be the
projection on the i-th component. Consider the composition φi ◦ ι and let
Xi
def
= (−1)iι∗ ◦ φ∗i (X), Xi ∈ H(S˜).
We denote by [1, 2n] the set of integers from 1 to 2n. For I ⊂ [1, 2n] let
XI =
∏
i∈I Xi.
Proposition 5 The cohomology ring of S˜ is generated by Xi, i ∈ [1, 2n] and
has defining relations
X2i = 0, i ∈ [1, 2n]; (14)∑
|I|=k
XI = 0, k ∈ [1, 2n]. (15)
Proof: First we show that these relations hold. (14) is obvious. Let
ja : Sa ⊂ S˜ and j
∗
a be the induced map on cohomology. (15) will follow if we
check that ∑
|I|=k
j∗a(XI) = 0 (16)
for all a ∈ B, since ∑
a∈B
j∗a : H(S˜) −→ ⊕
a∈B
H(Sa)
is an inclusion. If (i, i′) is a pair in a then j∗a(XiXi′) = 0 and j
∗
a(Xi+Xi′) = 0
(because of the term (−1)i in the definition ofXi, and since i+i
′ ≡ 1(mod 2)).
Therefore, ∑
|I|=k,{i,i′}∩I 6=∅
j∗a(XI) = 0
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where the sum is over all subsets of cardinality k that intersect {i, i′} non-
trivially. To take care of the remaining terms in the L.H.S. of (16),∑
|I|=k,{i,i′}∩I=∅
j∗a(XI),
pick another pair (r, r′) in a and apply the same reduction to it. After n−k
2
+1
iterations all cardinality k subsets will be accounted for. (16) follows.
We say that a subset I of [1, 2n] is admissible if I ∩ [1, m] has at most m
2
elements for each m ∈ [1, 2n].
Lemma 7 There are
(
2n
n
)
admissible subsets.
Proof is left to the reader. 
Lemma 8 XJ , for any J ⊂ [1, 2n], is a linear combination of XI , over
admissible I.
Proof: let y(J) =
∑
j∈J j. Assume the lemma is false, and find such a non-
admissible J with the minimal possible y(J). Take the smallest possible m
such that |J∩ [1, m]| > m
2
. Then m is odd, m = 2r+1 and |J∩ [1, m]| = r+1.
Arguments in the proof of Theorem 2 in Section 2 imply that er+1((J ∩
[1, m]) ∪ [m + 1, 2n]) = 0. Therefore, XJ∩[1,m] is a linear combination of
XK with K ⊂ (J ∩ [1, m]) ∪ [m + 1, 2n] and y(K) > y(J). Since XJ =
XJ∩[1,m]XJ∩[m+1,2n], this contradicts minimality of y(J). 
Lemma 9 {XI}, over all admissible I, are linearly independent in H(S˜).
Sketch of proof: Induction on n, use homomorphism H(S˜n) −→ H(S˜n−1)
induced by the inclusion S˜n−1 ⊂ S˜n (where S˜n is what we usually call S˜).
Details are left to the reader. 
Lemmas 6, 7, 8 and 9 imply Proposition 5 and the following results.
Corollary 1 H(S˜) has a basis {XI}, over all admissible I.
Corollary 2 The inclusion S˜ ⊂ S×2n induces a surjective ring homomor-
phism H(S×2n) −→ H(S˜).
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5 Symmetric group action on the center of
Hn
The center of a category
The center of a category is defined as the commutative monoid of nat-
ural transformations of the identity functor. If the category is pre-additive
(Hom(X, Y ) is an abelian group for any objects X, Y, and the composition
of morphisms is bilinear) then the center is a commutative ring. A down-
to-earth example: the center of the category of modules over a ring A is
isomorphic to the center of A.
Let F be a functor in a category C. The center of C acts in two ways on
the set End(F ) of endomorphisms of F, since we can compose α ∈ Z(C) and
β ∈ End(F ) on the left or on the right:
α ◦ β : F ∼= Id ◦ F
α◦β
−→ Id ◦ F ∼= F,
β ◦ α : F ∼= F ◦ Id
β◦α
−→ F ◦ Id ∼= F.
Assume that F is invertible. Then any endomorphism of F has the form
IdF ◦ α, for a unique α ∈ Z(C), as well as α
′ ◦ IdF , for a unique α
′ ∈ Z(C).
Thus, F defines an automorphism of the monoid Z(C) which takes α to α′.
Suppose group G acts weakly on C, meaning that there are functors Fg :
C → C for each g ∈ G, such that F1 ∼= Id and FgFh ∼= Fgh (we do not impose
compatibility conditions on these isomorphisms). Each Fg is invertible and
gives rise to an automorphism of the center of C. We get an action of G on
Z(C). Therefore, a weak group action on a category descends to an action on
the center of the category.
Centers of triangulated and derived categories
Define the center of a triangulated category D as the set of natural trans-
formations of the identity functor that commute with the shift functor [1].
Let C be an abelian category and Ĉ one of the triangulated categories asso-
ciated to C (for instance, the bounded derived category of C, or the category
of bounded complexes of objects of C modulo chain homotopies). There are
ring homomorphisms
Z(C)
f
−→ Z(Ĉ)
g
−→ Z(C) (17)
whose composition is the identity. f extends α ∈ Z(C) termwise to complexes
of objects of C. Homomorphism g is induced by the inclusion of categories
C ⊂ Ĉ.
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f and g are not always isomorphisms, as observed by Jeremy Rickard. If
C is the category of modules over the exterior algebra in one generator, then
f, respectively g, has a nontrivial cokernel, respectively kernel.
Remark: Ragnar-Olaf Buchweitz pointed out to me that a triangulated
category D also has extended center (or ”Hochschild cohomology”),
⊕
m∈Z
HomFun(D)(Id, Id[m]),
(only natural transformations that supercommute with the shift functor are
included). The extended center of the derived category of Λ-mod, for an
algebra Λ, contains the Hochschild cohomology algebra ExtΛe(Λ,Λ).
An action of G on Ĉ induces an action on Z(Ĉ). If ker(g) is G-stable,
the action descends to Z(C). Let Λ be a ring and D(Λ) the bounded derived
category of Λ-mod. If a self-equivalence F of D(Λ) is given by tensoring with
a bounded complex of left and right projective Λ-bimodules, then it descends
to an automorphism of Z(Λ) (compare with [8, Proposition 9.2]).
Symmetric group action
The symmetric group action on Z(Hn) can be described intrinsically as
follows. Let K be one of triangulated categories associated to Hn (say, the
category of bounded complexes of left Hn-modules up to chain homotopies).
The structures described in [6] lead to a weak action of the braid group with
2n-strands on K. Diagram Ui (see Figure 7) defines an H
n-bimodule F(Ui)
together with bimodule homomorphisms
F(Ui)
α
−→ Hn, Hn
β
−→ F(Ui),
induced by elementary cobordisms between Ui and V ert2n (we use notations
from [6], note that Hn ∼= F(V ert2n)).
1 i2 2n 1 2 2n
Figure 7: Diagrams Ui and V ert2n
LetRi : K → K be the functor of tensoring with the complex of bimodules
0 −→ F(Ui)
α
−→ Hn −→ 0. (18)
Ri’s are invertible and satisfy the braid group relations.
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In Section 4 we defined generators Xi of H(S˜).We now describe the image
of Xi (also denoted Xi) in Z(H
n) under the isomorphism H(S˜) ∼= Z(Hn)
established in Section 3:
Xi =
∑
a∈B
a(Xi)a, a(Xi)a ∈ a(H
n)a ∼= A
⊗n,
a(X
i)a = (−1)
i1⊗(n−1) ⊗X ∈ A⊗(n−1) ⊗A,
where the separated A corresponds to the circle in F(W (a)a) that contains
the i-th endpoint of a, counting from the left.
For a complex V of Hn-bimodules and z ∈ Z(Hn) let lz, respectively rz,
be the endomorphism of V given by left, respectively right, multiplication
by z. Endomorphisms lXi − rXi+1 and lXi+1 − rXi of the complex (18) are
homotopic to 0, via the homotopy ±β : Hn −→ F(Ui). Therefore, the braid
group action on K descends to the action of the symmetric group S2n on
Z(Hn) by permutations of Xi’s.
6 Conjectures on centers of highest weight
categories
If e is an idempotent in a ring Λ, there is a homomorphism Z(Λ) −→ Z(eΛe)
which takes z ∈ Z(Λ) to ze.
Let On,n be the full subcategory of a regular block of the highest weight
category fof sl2n which consists of locally Up(n, n)-finite modules, where
p(n, n) is the parabolic subalgebra in sl2n of (n, n) block-uppertriangular
matrices. On,n is equivalent to the category of perverse sheaves on the Grass-
mannian of n-planes in C2n, constructible relative to the Schubert stratifica-
tion. There is a unique finite-dimensional C-algebra An,n such that
(i) On,n is equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional An,n-modules,
(ii) every irreducible An,n-module is one-dimensional.
An,n was explicitly described by Tom Braden [1]. In [2] we’ll construct
an idempotent e in An,n and an isomorphism h : H
n ⊗Z C ∼= eAn,ne.
Conjecture 2 Z(An,n) ∼= Z(eAn,ne), and h induces an isomorphism of cen-
ters of Hn ⊗Z C and O
n,n.
We would like to suggest a more general conjecture relating parabolic
highest weight categories and Springer varieties. Let κ = (k1, . . . , km) be a
decomposition of n, k1+ · · ·+ km = n and denote by p(κ) the corresponding
Lie algebra of block upper-triangular n-by-n matrices. Let Oκ be the full
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subcategory of locally Up(κ)-finite modules in a regular block Oreg of the
highest weight categoryO for sln. Let Y
κ be the partial flag variety associated
to κ. It is known that Oκ is equivalent to the category of perverse sheaves
on Y κ, smooth along Schubert cells.
Let Bκ be the Springer variety of complete flags in C
n stabilized by a
fixed nilpotent operator with Jordan decomposition (k1, . . . , km).
Conjecture 3 The center of Oκ is isomorphic to the cohomology algebra of
Bκ:
Z(Oκ) ∼= H∗(Bκ,C). (19)
Note that the right hand side of the isomorphism (19) depends only on
the partition type of κ, i.e. preserved by permutations of terms k1, . . . , km of
κ. The category Oκ, featured in the left hand side, generally does not possess
the same kind of invariance:
Proposition 6 Categories O2,1,1 and O1,2,1 are inequivalent.
However, we have
Proposition 7 If decompositions κ and κ′ differ only by a permutation of
terms, the categories Oκ and Oκ
′
are derived equivalent.
Propositions 6 and 7 are proved at the end of this section.
If two rings are derived equivalent, their centers are isomorphic ([8, Propo-
sition 9.2]). Since Oκ and Oκ
′
are equivalent to categories of modules over
finite-dimensional algebras, and these algebras are derived equivalent, centers
of Oκ and Oκ
′
are isomorphic. Thus, the left hand side of (19) also depends
only on the partition type of κ.
We would like conjectural isomorphisms (19) to be compatible with the
inclusions of categories Oκ ⊂ Oreg and topological spaces Bκ ⊂ B, where B
is the variety of complete flags in Cn. These inclusion induce ring homomor-
phisms Z(Oreg) −→ Z(O
κ) and H∗(B,C) −→ H∗(Bκ,C) which should be a
part of the following commutative diagram
H∗(B,C) −−−→ H∗(Bκ,C)y∼= y∼=
Z(Oreg) −−−→ Z(O
κ)
(20)
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Let Θi : O
κ −→ Oκ be the functor of translation across the i-th wall.
Θi is the product of two biadjoint functors (translations on and off the i-th
wall). Let αi : Θi −→ Id be one of the natural transformations coming from
biadjointness. Ri, the cone of αi, is a functor in the derived category of O
κ.
Functors Ri are invertible and generate a braid group action in D
b(Oκ). We
conjecture that this action descends to a symmetric group action on Z(Oκ),
and the ring isomorphism (19) can be made Sn-equivariant.
Let Aκ be a finite-dimensional algebra such that Aκ-mod ∼= O
κ. Let
e ∈ Aκ be the maximal idempotent such that the left Aκ-module Aκe is
injective.
Conjecture 4 Inclusion eAκe ⊂ Aκ induces an isomorphism of centers
Z(Aκ) ∼= Z(eAκe).
Proof of Proposition 6: Assume the two categories are equivalent. Any
intrinsic homological information about them is identical. The equivalence
restricts to a bijection between isomorphism classes of simple objects. The
bijection induces isomorphisms between Ext rings of simple objects of these
categories.
Simple objects are in a one-to-one correspondence with Schubert cells in
partial flag varieties X2,1,1 and X1,2,1. For a simple object L let IC(L) be the
intersection cohomology sheaf on the closure of the Schubert cell associated
to L. Then Ext(L, L) ∼= Ext(IC(L), IC(L)).
Let us count the number of simple objects L in each category with
dim(Ext(L, L)) = 3. The Schubert cell of such an object is necessarily 2-
dimensional and its closure is diffeomorphic to CP2 (use that the cohomology
of the closure of the cell is a direct summand of Ext(IC(L), IC(L)). X2,1,1
has only one such cell, while X1,2,1 has two. Contradiction. 
Proof of Proposition 7: To construct an equivalence between Db(Oκ)
and Db(Oκ
′
) note that these categories are isomorphic to the derived cate-
gories of sheaves on partial flag varieties Yκ and Yκ′, smooth along Schubert
stratifications. It suffices to treat the case when κ and κ′ differ by a transpo-
sition of adjacent terms, κ = (k1, . . . , km), κ
′ = (k1, . . . , ki−1, ki, . . . , km). Let
U ⊂ Yκ × Yκ′ be the set
((F1, . . . Fm) ∈ Yκ, (F
′
1, . . . , F
′
m) ∈ Yκ′)|Fj = F
′
j for j 6= i, Fi ∩ F
′
i = Fi−1,
of pairs of partial flags. Let G be sheaf on Yκ× Yκ′ which is the continuation
by 0 of the constant sheaf on U. Convolution with G is an equivalence of
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derived categories of sheaves on Yκ and Yκ′, and restricts to an equivalence
of subcategories of cohomologically constructible (relative to the Schubert
startification) complexes of sheaves. The latter categories are equivalent to
the derived categories of Oκ and Oκ
′
. 
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